
 

 

 

Can’ Leandro ‘Pampolut’ 
(DO Valencia) 
100% Merseguera 
 

The Pampolut is made from 60-year-old bush vines 
that grow on a small plot of very white limestone. 
The vines produce intense and magnificent fruit, 
which must be hand-harvested, and then brought 
to the cellar for a gentle hand pressing. Natural 
fermentation took place in used French barrique, 
where the wine rested for 5 months with soft 
batonnage. The aromas that jump from the glass 
showcase sweet coconut flesh, acacia flower, and 
crisp apple. The palate hits quite differently with 
remarkable freshness that balances fruit and acidity, 
complex layers that merely hint at wood, and a 
very long and salty finish.  
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